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1.1	Promoter,	nature	and	PurPose	of	
the	comPetition
the city of helsinki is organising an international design compe-
tition for Kruunusillat (Crown Bridges).

kruunusillat is a traffic connection currently being designed 
between kruununhaka and kruunuvuorenranta in helsinki, the 
capital city of finland. 

kruunusillat consists primarily of bridges, parts of which are also 
built on earthfill embankments and land.

kruununhaka is an existing city district located on the eastern 
side of helsinki’s city centre; kruunuvuorenranta is a residential 
area currently being designed three kilometres further to the 
east, behind the kruunuvuorenselkä sea area.

the competition task includes the conceptualisation and inves-
tigation at the outline plan level of the kalasatama - korkeasaari 
island – kruunuvuorenranta traffic connection. the connec-
tion between kruununhaka and kalasatama is not part of the 
competition area. the main emphasis of the task is the design 
of the connection between kruunuvuorenranta and palosaari.

Behind the design of the bridge connection is the city of 
helsinki’s strategic programme aiming at the development 
of the traffic system with sustainable transport modes based 
primarily on rail traffic. the main users of kruunusillat will be 
trams, cyclists and pedestrians. the traffic connection shall also 
accommodate service and emergency vehicles.

The purpose of the competition is to find in every respect a 
high-quality solution for an environment extremely demand-
ing from the landscape and cultural-historical perspectives. 
Kruunusillat shall have a positive effect on Helsinki’s image and 
shall be a worthy legacy for future generations.

Previous page: location of kruunusillat and approximate competition area (competition area in turquoise; see 
names of more locations on page 38 and specific scope of competition area in appendix 1). 
Page 6: View from kruunuvuori to the city centre.
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1.2	helsinki	-	World	design	
caPital	2012
helsinki has been selected as the World Design capital 2012. 
the international design competition for kruunusillat is one 
of helsinki’s World Design capital projects that will generate 
considerable international attention.

1.3	comPetition	form	and	ParticiPants
the competition is being organised as an international invited 
competition whose participants will be selected through an 
application procedure conforming to finland’s public procure-
ments legislation. 

Based on the “application and reference Documents” filled out 
by the candidates, 5-10 teams will be selected for the competi-
tion (see Section 1.6).

the selected teams shall each prepare at least one competition 
entry based on the competition documentation described in 
Section 2.1.

The competition will be a two-stage competition if necessary. 
The decision regarding the competition’s possible second 
stage will be made by the competition jury based on its evalua-
tion of the competition entries received.

for the competition’s possible second stage, no less than two 
entries selected by the jury shall be developed further by the 
teams in question based on the jury’s recommendations given in 
the first stage.
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1.4	eligibility
to be able to participate in the kruunusillat design competition, 
all members of the teams shall have the expertise and be legally 
entitled to practise the profession required by this competition 
programme in their countries of residence. they shall also comply 
with the requirements presented in the “application and refer-
ence Document” (see Section 1.6).

consulting work directly or indirectly related to the preparation of the design 
competition has been carried out in the following companies:

pöyry cm oy and pöyry finland oy preparation of design competition 
ramboll finland oy  cost estimates of bridge connection and 
    consulting 
Suunnittelukide oy  cost estimates of bridge connection 
WSp finland oy   cost estimates of bridge connection

Because the aforementioned companies are not seen as having obtained an 
essential competitive advantage from their preparatory tasks, finnish legisla-
tion governing public procurements, as well as the competition rules specified 
in Section 1.9 governing this design competition, are here applied with the 
understanding that representatives of the companies in question can partici-
pate in the competition. a significant portion of the preparatory work has 
been carried out during the period when the competition’s advance notice has 
been viewable in the database for public procurements (beginning June 26th, 
2009); consequently a temporal advantage has also not been formed for the 
aforementioned companies.

If one or more of the aforementioned companies are selected for the competi-
tion, the following principles shall apply:

here, finnish legislation governing public procurements is interpreted with 
the understanding that the competition promoter will, to guarantee fairness, 
provide all teams participating in the competition with the same information 
that has been made available to the companies participating in the prepara-
tion of the competition. this arrangement consists of the competition docu-
mentation (Section 2.1), presentation seminar (Section 2.3), as well as the 
questioning procedure (Section 2.4) 

these principles also apply to other possible companies in the same position.

1.5	submission	of	aPPlication	
documents
the competition’s application documents in digital form are 
available on the competition’s website www.kruunusillat.fi, from 
may 2011.
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1.6	selection	of	ParticiPants
the minimum requirements and selection criteria set for the 
teams wishing to participate in the competition are described in 
the files “instructions for filling out the application and refer-
ence Document” and “application and reference Document” 
contained in the competition documentation on the competi-
tion’s website. 

Applicants shall fill out the electronic application form “Appli-
cation and Reference Document”, in which the teams applying 
for the competition shall demonstrate their competencies as 
convincingly as possible.

the multi-disciplinary teams being sought for the competition 
are required to have expertise in at least the following areas: 
bridge design, aesthetics related to bridge and traffic structures, 
form and architecture, landscape design, geotechnical engi-
neering, street and traffic design, cost calculations for bridges, 
environmental impact assessments and life cycle design. each 
team shall designate a company to be principally responsi-
ble for the project, as well as a chief designer who shall be an 
experienced bridge designer employed by the aforementioned 
company.

a preparatory group will make a proposal to the competition 
jury regarding the teams to be invited to the competition based 
on the “application and reference Documents” filled out by the 
candidates. the jury will make the final decision regarding the 
selection. the preparatory group and the jury are described in 
Section 1.8.

The references of the candidates will be evaluated exclusively 
on the basis of the content of the “Application and Reference 
Documents”. Other materials will not be taken into account in 
the assessments.

for additional information concerning the competition applica-
tion, please email kruunusillat@hel.fi.
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1.7	delivery	of	aPPlications
the “application and reference Document” file filled out with 
the required information, as well as an a3-sized (420 mm x 
297 mm, landscape orientation) pdf file printed from it, shall 
be saved on a uSB memory stick. the file shall also be printed 
out as an a3-sized (landscape orientation) printout bundle. the 
printout sheets shall not be bound together. competitors shall 
retain the original versions of their applications.

the application package containing the uSB memory stick and 
a single a3-sized printout bundle shall be received no later than 
3 august 2011 by 15:00 (finnish time zone, utc+2) at the 
address listed below. the packages shall be marked with the text 
“kruunusillat Bridge Design competition”. 

city of helsinki registry  
Visiting address: city hall, pohjoisesplanadi 11-13, helsinki 17 
postal address: city of helsinki registry 
p.o. Box 10, 00099 city of helsinki, finland

1.8	comPetition	jury
a jury appointed by the competition promoter will perform the 
evaluation of the competition entries:

Jury members representing the city of helsinki

• Pekka Sauri, D.phil., m.a. (psych.), Deputy mayor, public 
Works and environmental affairs, chairman of the jury

• Hannu Penttilä, m. Sc. (tech.), Deputy mayor, city 
planning and real estate, Vice-chairman of the jury

• Jarmo Nieminen, General Staff officer, lieutenant colonel ret.,
chairman of the helsinki public Works committee

• Tapio Korhonen, ll.m., B.Sc. (econ.) finance Director,
city of helsinki economic and planning centre

• Maria Jaakkola, m.Sc. (landscape architecture), head of
office, environmental office, helsinki city planning Department

• Raimo K Saarinen, m.Sc. (tech.), helsinki city engineer,
helsinki public Works Department

• Jukka Salo, professor, adjunct professor of landscape 
ecology, Director of helsinki Zoo (korkeasaari) 

• Juhani Tuuttila, m.Sc. (tech.), head of 
office, real estate Department
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Jury members from outside the city’s organisation:

• Anne Stenros, D.tech, m.a. (arch),
Vice president, Design, kone corporation

• Pirjo Tulikukka, m.a. (applied arts), executive 
Director, helsinki neighbourhoods association

expert named by the finnish association of civil engineers ril:

• Ilkka Sinisalo, m.Sc. (eng.) 

expert named by the finnish association of architects Safa:

• Ville Hara, m.Sc. (arch.)

expert named by the finnish association of 
landscape architects mark:

• Jyrki Sinkkilä, m.Sc. (arch.)

the secretary of the jury is Ville Alajoki, project manager 
(bridges), investment office, Street and park Division, helsinki 
public Works Department.

of the jury’s members, over 60% are professional members; this 
means a person with the same or equivalent professional compe-
tence as required from those participating in the competition. 
this complies with the professional organisations’ competition 
rules mentioned in Section 1.9.

the entire jury, excluding the secretary, can participate in the 
judging.  

When necessary, the jury will solicit the opinions of specialists 
such as, for example, cost and lcc experts, experts experienced 
with carbon footprint calculations, and representatives of the 
port of helsinki and the national Board of antiquities. the above-
mentioned outside experts will not participate in the judging.

members of the public, as well as interest groups such as local resi- 
dents’ organisations, boat clubs, and the area’s entrepreneurs, will 
be given the opportunity to express their opinions concerning the 
competition entries during the assessment stage. a summary of 
these opinions, prepared by the helsinki city planning Department’s 
public participation coordinator, will then be presented to the jury. 

a preparatory group appointed by the competition promoter will 
make proposals to the jury. the jury will make the final decisions. 
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members of the preparatory group 

representing the city of helsinki

• Ville Vastamäki, project engineer, 
kruunuvuorenranta, Development Division, city 
of helsinki economic and planning centre

• Hannu Asikainen, project manager, kalasatama, Development 
Division, city of helsinki economic and planning centre

• Riitta Jalkanen, head of project, kruunuvuorenranta, town 
planning Division, helsinki city planning Department

• Tuomas Hakala, head of project, kalasatama, town 
planning Division, helsinki city planning Department

• Maria Jaakkola, head of office, environmental 
office, helsinki city planning Department

• Olli-Pekka Poutanen, Director, traffic planning 
Division, helsinki city planning Department

• Heikki Hälvä, m.Sc. (civ.eng.), transportation and traffic 
planning Division, helsinki city planning Department

• Osmo Torvinen, head of office, investment office, Street 
and park Division, helsinki public Works Department

• Peter Henny, project manager (bridges), investment office, 
Street and park Division, helsinki public Works Department

• Ville Alajoki, project manager (bridges), investment office, 
Street and park Division, helsinki public Works Department

members of the preparatory group from 

outside city’s organisation

expert named by the finnish association of civil engineers ril:

• Ilkka Sinisalo, m.Sc. (eng.) 

expert named by the finnish association of architects Safa:

• Ville Hara, m.Sc. (arch.)

expert named by the finnish association of 
landscape architects mark:

• Jyrki Sinkkilä, m.Sc. (arch.)

the jury and the preparatory group will themselves decide on 
their own internal procedures and working arrangements.
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1.9	language	of	the	comPetition,	
rules,	aPPlicable	legislation	and	
regulations
the language of the competition is english, except for appendi-
ces 12 and 18 (see Section 2.1). the proposals shall be prepared 
in english.

the competition and its related activities shall comply with 
finnish laws.

the preparation of the competition programme has taken into 
account the content of the document Rakennusalan suunnit-
telukilpailun periaatteet (principles for Design competitions in 
real eestate and construction) as well as the principles of the 
competition rules observed by the finnish association of civil 
engineers ril, the finnish association of architects Safa, and 
the competition rules of the international council of Societies of 
industrial Design icsid.

the following order of priority of laws and other documents shall 
be observed in the competition procedure:

1. finnish laws and statutes.

2.  this competition programme and the application documents 
“application and reference Document” and “instructions for 
filling out the application and reference Document”.

3.  this competition programme’s appendices.

4.  the competition rules of the association of finnish civil 
engineers ril and the finnish association of architects 
Safa.

5.  the competition rules of the international council of 
Societies of industrial Design icsid; when applicable

in possible rules-related conflict situations, and other special 
situations, the competition’s jury will decide on the rules’ appli-
cability.

the competition programme and its appendices have been 
checked and approved by the competition promoter, the jury, the 
finnish association of civil engineers ril’s competition commit-
tee, the finnish association of architects Safa’s competition 
Secretary, and the international Design foundation (World 
Design capital helsinki 2012).

Next page: lane lined with deciduous trees in Stansvik, kruunuvuorenranta. 
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1.10	Quantity	of	comPetition	entries
in the first stage of the competition, each team shall prepare 
at least one competition entry complying with the competition 
programme. 

in a possible second stage, only selected entries will be 
accepted for further development, see Section 1.3. 

1.11	comPetition	comPensation
Single-stage competition / 

first stage of two-stage competition

a compensation of eur 50,000 (Vat 0%) will be paid to each 
approved and invited team submitting a competition entry 
complying with the competition programme for a single-stage 
competition / first stage of the competition. this compensa-
tion will be paid for one competition entry per team when the 
competition is resolved. 

Besides the compensation, each team will be compensated for 
one actual scale model expenses against receipts, including 
shipping expenses, not however to exceed eur 4,000 (Vat 0%).

the jury will check the competition entries’ acceptability in 
connection with their evaluation (See also Section 3.5).

possible second stage of two-stage competition

if the jury decides on the necessity for a second competi-
tion stage, and a second stage is organised, a second stage 
compensation of eur 25,000 (Vat 0%) will be paid for each 
proposal, selected for the second stage, whose further develop-
ment has been approved. in connection with the evaluation of 
the first stage, the jury will specify the minimum performance 
requirements for each entry accepted for further development. 

Besides the compensation, each team selected to participate 
in a possible second stage will be compensated for actual 
expenses of each scale model against receipts, including ship-
ping expenses, not however to exceed eur 4,000 (Vat 0%).
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travel expenses

additionally, each team will be compensated for a 3-person trip 
and if necessary, accommodation expenses, for their participa-
tion in the presentation seminar concerning the competition 
task. as well, a 2-person trip and accommodation expenses 
from outside the helsinki metropolitan area (flight economy 
class, maximum accommodation payment eur 160 per person 
per night) are compensated in connection with participation 
at the event where the competition results will be announced. 
the compensation shall be paid for actual expenses against 
receipts, however not to exceed eur 5,000 (includes local Vat 
formed by costs) per team.

When the competition is resolved, all compensations and 
expenses will be paid to the company designated by each team 
to be principally responsible.

1.12	comPetition	schedule
the competition period will begin on 19 September 2011 and 
conclude on 27 January 2012.

the jury will attempt to resolve the single-stage / first stage of 
the competition by the end of april 2012. 

if the jury decides that a two-stage competition is necessary, 
the duration of the second competition period shall be approxi-
mately 4 months beginning from april / may 2012.

the possible second stage of the competition will be resolved 
during 2012.

First stage of competition / 
single-stage competition

Preparations

Possible second stage 
of competition
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2.1	comPetition	documentation
the competition documentation includes the competition 
programme (this document), the competition teams’ applica-
tion materials and instructions (“instructions for filling out the 
application and reference Document”, “application and refer-
ence Document”, the aforementioned document filled out as a 
sample), and the following appendices:

Base documents for the preparation of drawings

1. Base map excerpt (current situation), indicating the 
competition area .dwg, .dgn, .pdf.

2. illustration drawing combination and illustration drawings 
of areas currently being planned, .dwg, .dgn, .pdf.

3. combination of 3D models of kalasatama, korkeasaari 
and kruunuvuorenranta, .dwg and a visualisation-ready 
3D model of the area for rendering the required anima-
tion .3DS, .3Dm .DGn .dwg, into which the competitors shall 
import their designs (distributed only to teams selected for 
the competition). Sample videos based on the 3D model will 
be available on the competition’s website.

4. Design concerning bridges’ junction area at korkeasaari.

5. checked alignments and grading work of the new connec-
tion.

6. photographs as files with map of vantage points.

technical information, regulations and instructions

7. Ground investigations.

8. local climate conditions.

9. eurocodes’ national annexes (en 1991-1-4, en 1991-1-5 
and en 1991-1-7 include annexes by two ministries)

• national annex en 1990:2002/a1 (appendix a2). Basis of 
Structural Design. amendment a1: appendix a2: applica-
tion to Bridges, excerpts.

• national annex en 1991-1-4/a1: eurocode 1: actions on 
Structures. part 1-4: General actions. Wind actions.

• national annex en 1991-1-5, eurocode 1: actions on 
Structures. part 1-5: General actions. thermal actions.

• national annex en 1991-1-7, actions on structures. acci-
dental actions, excerpts.

Previous page: View over central helsinki towards north. market square in foreground. kruununhaka, terva-
saari, merihaka and kalasatama in background. 
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• national annex en 1991-2, actions on Structures. traffic 
loads on Bridges, excerpts.

10. instructions for preparation of bridges’ master drawings.

11. Bridges’ technical requirements.

Background information

12. previous designs and appendices concerning the new 
connection (provided only in the finnish language).

13. Visibility areas for two bridge types: beam and cable stayed 
bridges, excerpt from preliminary report Korkeasaari-
Kruunuvuorenranta – sillan kaupunkikuvalliset vaikutukset, 
30 march 2007, concerning the urban townscape effects of 
the korkeasaari-kruunuvuorenranta bridge.

14. information of competition area, townscape and cultural 
starting points. 

• urban Guide helsinki (distributed only to teams selected 
for the competition).

• tailwind \ helsinki horizon 2030 (distributed only to 
teams selected for the competition).

• cultural history of kruunuvuorenselkä.
• maps of helsinki

15. information about helsinki park.

16. Brochures of kalasatama and kruunuvuorenranta areas.

17. evaluation report, helsinki Zoo ideas competition

other materials

18. at the competition’s website and extranet, it will be possible 
to place information supplementing the above documents, 
either as requested by the competitors, or as materials that 
the competition promoter considers important. this mate-
rial can be in the english or finnish languages. the compe-
tition promoter will, if considered appropriate, provide 
english-language summaries of finnish-language materi-
als.

the information presented in competition appendices 1-18 
supplements the competition programme. the regulations 
specified in the competition documentation shall be followed.
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2.2	submission	of	comPetition	
documentation	
competition documentation in digital form is available on the 
competition’s website www.kruunusillat.fi, from may 2011; 
other documents will be handed over at the presentation 
seminar concerning the competition task (see Section 2.3). 
all information related to the competition will be placed on the 
competition website, which includes an extranet for non-public 
information.

2.3	Presentation	seminar	concerning	
the	comPetition	task
During September or october 2011, a one-day seminar present-
ing the competition task, its background and objectives, will be 
organised in helsinki for competitors. the seminar also includes 
a tour through the competition area. the details of the seminar 
will be posted later on the competition’s extranet.

the competition’s practical arrangements, including the utilisa-
tion of an extranet, will be discussed at the seminar. it is also 
recommended that questions concerning the competition task 
and the competition be presented at the event.

the competition jury reserves the right, within the framework 
of the legislation governing public procurements, as well as the 
competition rules of the finnish association of civil engineers 
ril and the finnish association of architects Safa, to modify 
the competition’s arrangements and rules based on discussions 
conducted in the seminar.

a memo of the seminar will be prepared and placed on the 
extranet.

Previous page: the tank structures from the oil harbour period are now a part of kruunuvuorenranta’s history.
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2.4	Questions	and	additional	
instructions
Questions

competitors have the opportunity to submit competition-related 
questions, or requests for further information, to the jury at 
the presentation seminar, or afterwards through an extranet – 
whose utilisation will be explained at the seminar – organised by 
the competition promoter. In the first stage, questions concern-
ing the competition shall be submitted by 28 october 2011, or 
by 2 December 2011 (questions will be answered in at least two 
stages).

information regarding the question procedure for a possible 
second stage will be provided separately. 

Questions shall be submitted anonymously through an extranet. 
the questions, as well as the official answers approved by the 
jury, will be placed on the extranet.

experts

in the first stage, competitors also have the opportunity and 
obligation to consult with an expert obliged to observe profes-
sional secrecy, who is organised and financed by the promoter, 
with respect to:

• the applicability of structural and technical solutions to 
local conditions and design practices; see appendix 11

• costs, see Section 3.4.12

the experts’ contact information will be provided to the teams 
later. each team shall reserve presentation and comment times 
with both experts by 10 october 2011. the communication 
with experts will take place through the extranet. more detailed 
procedures will be specified at the competition task’s presenta-
tion seminar. 

in the possible second stage of the competition, consulting 
procedures will be specified separately.

Previous page: the kruunuvuorenranta landscape varies from rocky forests to shoreline meadows.
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2.5	Publication	of	entries	during	
assessment	Period	and	after	
first	stage,	and	Public	comments
competition entries, to the degree allowed by the competitors 
(see Section 4.3), will be displayed at an exhibition facility during 
the assessment period immediately after the entries have 
been received. additionally, the entries will be placed for public 
comments at a website reserved for this purpose.

in connection with the initialisation of a possible second stage, 
the selected entries will be displayed at the exhibition facility 
and on the internet.

2.6	Publication	of	entries	during	
assessment	Period	of	Possible	
second	stage,	and	Public	
comments
the entries in the possible second stage will be treated accord-
ing to the same principles as in the first stage. the proposals 
selected for the second stage will be displayed so that they can 
be distinguished from the other entries.

Previous page: on the left, the 19th century city district of kruunuhaka. in the background, merihaka, built in 
the 1970s. 
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2.7	solution,	announcement	
of	results,	and	disPlay	of	
comPetition	entries
the teams will be informed immediately when the competition is 
resolved. the authors of the winning entry will be notified of the 
result of the competition.

the competitors will be invited to an event where the results of 
the competition will be announced. the competition entries and 
report of the competition Jury will be on view at the event. the 
report of the competition Jury will be delivered to all competi-
tors.

the results of the competition will be placed on the competi-
tion’s website (www.kruunusillat.fi), the finnish association of 
civil engineers ril’s website (www.ril.fi) and the finnish associa-
tion of architects Safa’s website (www.safa.fi) as well as in other 
media.

the competition entries, their authors’ details, and the report 
of the competition Jury will be placed on view at an exhibition 
facility after the announcement of the results.

any possible confidental information, presented as instructed in 
Section 4.3, will not be published.

2.8	comPetition	entries’	use	and	
Publication	rights
competition entries will remain the property of the competition 
organiser and will not be returned. the competition promoter 
has the right to use and publish all of the competition entries’ 
themes and materials according to finnish copyright law and 
laws governing the publicity-related actions of public authori-
ties.

the finnish association of civil engineers ril, finnish associa-
tion of architects Safa, and the international Design foundation 
(World Design capital helsinki 2012) also hold the publishing 
rights for the competition entries. 
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Designers awarded a possible commission will have the right to 
use other entries’ themes and ideas according to finnish copy-
right law. the designs’ copyrights shall reside with the authors of 
the proposals.

2.9	further	actions	after	
comPetition
the jury will make a recommendation for further actions based 
on the results of the competition. the jury may also recommend 
that the task be divided among the participants.

the intent is that the commission for the further design will be 
awarded to the authors of the winning entry, assuming that the 
implementation alternative of the connection based on bridges 
proves feasible in various official processes, and a political deci-
sion is rendered for the bridges’ implementation. the possible 
commission will be undertaken according to chapter 1, Section 
27, paragraph 7 of the public procurement act (Direct award of 
contracts).

the city of helsinki has the right to decide on the further plan-
ning of kruunusillat regardless of the outcome of the competi-
tion.

 

2.10	insurance	of	comPetition	entries	
the competition promoter will not insure competition entries or 
scale models.

the competitors will themselves be responsible for determining 
the way in which their competition entries, including the scale 
models, are delivered intact.

Next page: Winter view of the Suomenlinna maritime fortress located off the coast of helsinki.
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3.1	background	of	comPetition	task
General

as a result of reorganised port functions, large, centrally located 
waterfront areas in the helsinki area are being freed up for town 
planning and construction. one of them is kruunuvuorenranta, 
located on the western part of the laajasalo island, where a 
new, high quality residential area will be implemented. By water, 
kruunuvuorenranta is located approximately three kilometres 
from the helsinki city centre, but the current traffic connection 
from the area to the city centre runs through northern hertto-
niemi and kulosaari.

for many years, the city of helsinki has studied the arrangement 
of a direct traffic connection between kruunuvuorenranta and 
the city centre that would be led through the sea area. the new, 
direct connection would substantially shorten the distance and 
travel time between the centre of helsinki and kruunuvuoren-
ranta, as well as generally improve the public transport, cycling 
and pedestrian connections between laajasalo and the helsinki 
peninsula. along the route will be kalasatama, a second 
projected high-quality residential and workplace area, as well as 
korkeasaari, the site of the helsinki Zoo. 

the helsinki strategy 2009-2012 programme states an objec-
tive for improving the city’s traffic system with sustainable 
modes of transport by developing rail traffic, raising the service 
level of public transport, and increasing the possibilities for 
cycling and pedestrian traffic.
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comparison of traffic connection’s 

implementation alternatives

Several implementation alternatives, some based on tunnels 
and others on bridges, have been studied for the direct public 
transport connection. at the same time, comparisons were 
made between different modes – bus, metro, tram – of public 
transport. according to forecasts, approximately 23,000 
passengers would use tram connections over a 24-hour period 
when the kruunuvuorenranta and kalasatama developments 
have been built.

in connection with the comparisons of the modes of public 
transportation, a preliminary general structural engineering 
plan was drawn up for the bridge between korkeasaari and 
kruunuvuorenranta where two bridge types, a concrete beam 
bridge and cable-stayed bridge, were studied. With respect to 
the cable-stayed bridge, single and dual pylon solutions were 
studied. the design carried out was essentially a background 
clarification, and does not represent the official opinion or posi-
tion of the city of helsinki regarding the bridges’ basic structural 
engineering solution.

a sketch-level design was drawn up for the bridge carrying tram, 
cyclist and pedestrian traffic between kalasatama and korkea-
saari. it included a stop at korkeasaari, as well as the general 
design of the related pedestrian, cycling, and service traffic 
connections. Subsequently, the bridges’ preliminary alignments 
and elevation heights have changed to a certain extent. the 
previous bridge designs, as well as the checked alignments, are 
included in appendices 12 and 5.

on 12 november 2008, the helsinki city council selected a solu-
tion based on tramlines and bridges with a reservation for a light 
rail connection as the basis for further development. the deci-
sion conformed to the policy of the city of helsinki’s strategy 
programme being prepared at the time. as the project is excep-
tional in terms of its significance, challenges and scale, it was 
decided to organise a design competition.

Next page: Combination of Kalasatama’s and Kruunuvuorenranta’s conceptual illustrations.
Previous page: Guide map excerpt of competition area and surroundings.
Page 34:  Excerpt from regional plan.
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Previous page: names of locations appearing in competition programme.

environmental impact assessment (eia) 

of traffic connection

on 24 June 2009, the uusimaa environment centre made the 
decision to apply environmental impact assessment procedures 
to the helsinki city planning Department’s project with respect 
to its rail traffic alternatives to laajasalo. Several alternative 
traffic solutions, one of which will be generated by the competi-
tion, will be compared in the eia process. With respect to this 
competition, the most essential issues, arising in the eia deci-
sion and requiring clarification, are included in the competition 
programme (see Section 3.4.11).

 

3.2	comPetition	area	and	
surroundings
the direct public transport, cycle, and pedestrian connection 
based on bridges now being planned extend from kruununhaka 
at the eastern section of the helsinki peninsula to kruunuvuoren- 
ranta on the western shore of laajasalo. at kruununhaka, the 
connection will extend from the end of liisankatu street, along 
tervasaari to the southernmost part of kalasatama called the 
nihti area, from there onwards over an approximately 300 
metre long bridge to korkeasaari and from korkeasaari through 
palosaari to kruunuvuorenranta. the planning area between 
palosaari and kruunuvuorenranta is situated at an approxi-
mately 1.3 km-wide portion of the kruunuvuorenselkä water 
area.

the competition area covers the traffic connection between 
kalasatama (nihti area) and kruunuvuorenranta, for which 
a general plan is to be presented. the main emphasis of the 
competition is the design of the long bridge connection between 
kruunuvuorenranta and palosaari. the boundary of the competi-
tion area is presented in the base map excerpt (appendix 1).

at the finnish scale, the total length of the traffic connection’s 
longest bridge may be exceptional; finland’s longest bridge, 
in terms of its overall length, is currently the 1,045 metre long 
raippaluoto Bridge at mustasaari.
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3.2.1	 cultural, historical, landscape and 
environmental values
maritime-flavoured helsinki is classified as one of finland’s 27 
national landscapes. the views to kruunuvuorenselkä, the South 
harbour, market Square, katajanokka and Suomenlinna are the 
national landscape’s main values, and kruunuvuorenselkä’s open 
quality plays a key role in helsinki’s landscape image. kruunu-
vuorenselkä, where the planned traffic connection is located, is 
an emblem of helsinki’s maritime character.

helsinki’s navigation has been strongly associated with kruunu-
vuorenselkä. Besides being one of helsinki’s more important 
routes for waterborne traffic, it also has substantial landscape, 
cultural and historical significance. in immediate proximity to 
the bridges and their spheres of influence are numerous cultural 
environments, also of national importance, whose landscape 
image will be significantly affected by the new connection:

• the old, culturally and historically valuable public park 
islands mustikkamaa and korkeasaari are located 
immediately adjacent to the bridges’ alignment. 
finland’s oldest zoo functions on korkeasaari.

• on the northern side of the bridge alignment, the prestigious 
kulosaari villa district dominates the landscape.

• the villa district at kruunuvuori hill’s northern tip and the 
tullisaari manor park entity located on its northeastern 
side are culturally and historically valuable.

• forming the southern edge of kruunuvuorenselkä is 
Suomenlinna, a maritime fortress complex dating from 
the 1750s and surrounded by sparsely built-up islands. 
now on the uneSco World heritage list, Suomenlinna 
is a tourist attraction, recreational area, and an 
important monument to the Baltic Sea area’s power 
politics and fortress-building skills, but it is also a city 
district with almost 900 residents and approximately 
400 workplaces. an expansion of Suomenlinna’s World 
heritage list boundaries is in preparation, but the bridge 
connection will probably remain outside the specified 
buffer zone. Suomenlinna’s fortress chain has also been 
declared a nationally significant landscape area.

Next page: estates and their grounds form a part of kruunuvuorenranta’s rich scenery.
Page 42: View over haakoninlahti, a part of kruunuvuorenranta, to the centre of helsinki (conceptual 
illustration).





nimismies and emäntä, two islets located along the bridge 
alignment, are important breeding grounds for archipelago 
birds. the number of bird species and breeding pairs varies from 
year to year. 

a portion of the competition area (korkeasaari as well as 
kruunuvuorenselkä’s water areas and islands) belong to the 
area, specified in the helsinki master plan 2002, being developed 
as helsinki park, a waterway-related recreational entity that will 
bisect the entire city in the north-south direction. additional 
information concerning helsinki park is found in appendix 15.

View over Haakoninlahti, a part of 
Kruunuvuorenranta, to the centre of 
Helsinki (conceptual illustration).



View of current situation from Kruunu-
vuorenselkä west of Kruunuvuorenranta. 
In distance Korkeasaari (foreground) and 
the Helsinki peninsula.

3.2.2	 kruunuvuorenselkä
kruunuvuorenselkä is also one of helsinki’s most important 
large-scale landscapes. connecting the sea through narrow 
straits, the approximately 5-kilometre-long and approximately 
3-kilometre-wide passage is a clearly defined space in terms 
of its character. to the south, it is bounded by the chain of 
islands between Santahamina and helsinki peninsula, in the 
west the helsinki peninsula and katajanokka’s built-up water-
front, korkeasaari and hylkysaari, in the north mustikkamaa and 
kulosaari. in the east, the laajasalo and Santahamina islands 
define the landscape entity’s eastern edge.

in terms of its character, the western landscape is fairly built-up 
and urban-flavoured; in the north the views are green. the char-
acter of the eastern shores is more natural, emphasised by the 
steep rocky cliffs of the kruunuvuori hill. the future construc-
tion at kruunuvuorenranta will make the eastern edge of the 
kruunuvuorenselkä water area more urban-flavoured and more 
emphatically a part of the city’s internal townscape than was 
previously the case.

kruunuvuorenselkä’s largest island is the wooded Vasikkasaari 
south of kruunuvuorenranta. numerous small rocky islands and 
islets are found between the city centre and Suomenlinna.



View of current situation from tip of 
Kruunuvuorenranta towards north; oil 

harbour to be dismantled in foreground

3.2.3	 kruunuvuorenranta
the competition area is bounded in the east by the rocky and 
topographically varied kruunuvuori hill located on the laajasalo 
island’s western edge opposite the city centre. the new kruunu-
vuorenranta residential area will be built on the land currently 
occupied by the laajasalo oil harbour and its surroundings. the 
heavily built-up oil harbour is bounded by elegant natural areas, 
the archipelago and old country manor surroundings. the oil 
harbour will be completely dismantled by 2012.

By 2025, kruunuvuorenranta will be built as a maritime-
flavoured residential area with dwellings for approximately 
10,000 residents, as well as services and office premises. the 
area is also being developed as a maritime-flavoured recrea-
tional centre for helsinki that will provide the city’s residents 
with a high-quality swimming beach, boat marinas, fishing 
docks, as well as other water-related fitness, cultural and recre-
ational services. the competition documentation’s appendix 16 
includes a brochure describing kruunuvuorenranta.

the linking of kruunuvuorenranta directly to the city centre with 
a tramline and cycle and pedestrian connection will enhance the 
area’s attractiveness as a residential area, drawing the produc-
ers and users of recreational services. the bridge coming from 
palosaari will be linked to the area in its northern section, on the 
southern side of kruunuvuori hill so important to the landscape 
image.

.



View of current situation from 
tip of Kalasatama currently 
being designed (Nihti area in 
foreground) towards north-west 

3.2.4	 kalasatama
the competition area is bounded in the west by the kalasatama 
area, formerly helsinki’s easternmost harbour, where a new 
large-scale expansion on the central city’s eastern side is being 
developed. By 2030, dwellings for 18,000 new residents, as 
well as approximately 10,000 new workplaces, will be built in 
the area. kalasatama is divided into smaller areas, the south-
ernmost of which is called the nihti area. the competition 
documentation’s appendix 16 includes a brochure describing 
kalasatama.

the new connection has been aligned to pass through the centre 
of the nihti area continuing from its north-east corner along the 
new bridge towards korkeasaari (illustration drawing of kala-
satama in appendix 2).

for kalasatama, the new bridge between kalasatama and 
korkeasaari will be important particularly as a cycle and pedes-
trian connection to the korkeasaari Zoo and as part of an exten-
sive bicycle and pedestrian traffic network.

from the standpoint of the kalasatama area, the most signifi-
cant new bridge connection will be an opening bridge – for 
which a separate bridge competition may be organised later – 
connecting the nihti area and the city centre.



View of current situation towards north, 
in foreground Hylkysaari, Korkeasaari, 

Palosaari and Mustikkamaa.

3.2.5	 korkeasaari and palosaari
at the centre of the competition area are the korkeasaari and 
palosaari islands, site of the helsinki Zoo, which currently occu-
pies the islands in their entirety. the new traffic connection will 
alter the situation significantly, intersecting the existing zoo’s 
northern shore as a street area. on the other hand, the conven-
ience of the new connection and tramline stops will boost the 
zoo’s visitor volumes, thereby enhancing the zoo’s developmen-
tal possibilities.

a competition organised for the development of the helsinki 
Zoo was resolved on 31 october 2008. Because the winning 
entry has not taken the new tram connection into account, the 
proposal will have to be subsequently revised to ensure the 
feasibility of building the connection along the northern shores 
of korkeasaari and palosaari. the competition’s winning entry 
is not a binding point of departure, but a conceptual design 
illustrating how korkeasaari could be developed during the next 
ten years. the evaluation report containing the competition’s 
winning proposal is in appendix 17.



Orthographic aerial view 
of competition area and 
surroundings. 

1 km
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3.3	effects	of	neW	connection
When implemented, the connection based on bridges between 
kruunuvuorenselkä and the central city will exert substantial 
effects on the kruunuvuorenselkä landscape and helsinki park. 
the bridge connection will narrow kruunuvuorenselkä’s land-
scape space and create more built-up views at its northern 
section. kruunuvuori hill’s importance as a distinguishing 
element in the landscape will most likely diminish.

functionally, the new public transport, cycle, and pedestrian 
connection will link the helsinki park’s shores, residential and 
green areas to each other and the kruunuvuorenselkä environ-
ment, bringing korkeasaari closer to the centre. this will create 
a new cycling and pedestrian traffic environment, waterfront, 
bridge and island entity between kruununhaka, kalasatama and 
katajanokka that can be developed as a vital functional centre. 
the bridge connection will also offer its users superb views to 
the surrounding landscape.

3.4	starting	Points	for	design	and	
Planning	guidelines
it is hoped that the teams will approach the competition task 
comprehensively and open-mindedly.

the objective of the competition is to find an innovative and 
experientially rich solution that is, in terms of its landscape, 
architectural, technical, economic, and environmentally-related 
attributes, of high-quality, stands the test of time and is worthy 
of its unique location.

3.4.1	 aesthetics
the bridge connection shall be in all respects high-quality 
aesthetically.

3.4.2	 townscape image
the bridge connection shall harmonise with the helsinki town-
scape entity in a natural and justifiable way.

3.4.3	 landscape
the solution for the bridge connections and its relationship to 
the landscape (whether it is by nature an impressive landmark 
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or blends unobtrusively with its surroundings or is something 
between the two) is left to the competitors’ discretion. the 
objective is that the architectural, cultural and historical values 
of the unique maritime surroundings will be taken into account 
in the design of the bridge. a bridge connection of high quality 
will form a new historical layering for the environment and at its 
best bring new landscape values to the area.

3.4.4	 experiential and conceptual aspects
Besides being experientially rich for its users and its viewers, it 
is hoped that the bridges will convey an understanding of the 
philosophical meaning and symbolism associated with bridges, 
generally as well as locally.

it is hoped that competitors will consider the value added 
brought by the bridge connection solution more extensively – 
for its users, the area’s residents, as well as, for example, the 
helsinki metropolitan area tourism sector.

competitors may also propose ideas – such as viewing plat-
forms, cafes, and other similar amenities – that would enhance 
the bridge connection’s use, experiential qualities and unique-
ness of the location. it should however be possible for the overall 
entity to function without these additional features.

3.4.5	 functional attributes
the traffic connection being designed includes a tramline, as 
well as cycling and pedestrian routes. Service and emergency 
vehicles will also be using the connection.

Between korkeasaari and kruunuvuorenranta, there will be a 
reservation for a light rail connection. the light rail reservation 
will diverge at korkeasaari and then be led through an under-
ground tunnel to katajanokka (see appendix 5). aside from the 
technical and structural reserves, the design of the light rail 
reservation and the bridge’s junction points is not included in 
the competition task.

the traffic connection being planned should be safe, and it 
should enable smoothly functioning, unrestricted access.

the design shall take the area’s prevailing weather conditions 
into account. it is especially important, for example, that traffic 
lanes are easily cleared of snow.
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3.4.6	 user convenience
the user convenience of pedestrians and cyclists should be 
taken into account when planning the connection. it is hoped, 
that the competitors present ideas, in harmony with the 
aesthetic entity of the bridges, aimed at the attenuation of 
harsh weather conditions, especially windiness to which pedes-
trians and cyclists may be subjected.

3.4.7	 technical and structural requirements
the basic structural solutions, such as the types of the bridges, 
are left to the teams’ discretion. 

the bridges and related load-bearing structures will be designed 
according to eurocode system with the specifications of 
national annexes. When preparing competition entries, there 
must be compliance with appendix 9, a compilation of the 
matters requiring attention during the competition stage.

the presented technical solutions must be workable, durable 
and serviceable. the service life of the bridges is assumed to be 
200 years. 

the location of the new bridge connection is susceptible to 
harsh natural conditions. the design should consider the effects 
caused to the bridges by, for example, the long-term and short-
term effects of water level changes and ice pressures, the freez-
ing and melting of snow and ice, as well as the combined effects 
of frost and wind. 

the possible effects of climate change in the future, to be 
taken into account in planning the bridge connection (such 
as increased windiness, storms and fluctuations in sea level 
heights) are, based on current studies, relatively minimal. 
they have been included in the planning guidelines and descrip-
tion of local climate conditions in appendix 8.

the bridges’ technical requirements are presented more 
precisely in appendix 11.

Next page: nature will also be accessible inside kruunuvuorenranta’s new city blocks (conceptual illustration).
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3.4.8	 Soil conditions and foundations
a ground investigation carried out for the competition area is 
attached as appendix 7. competitors shall submit a proposal for 
the foundation method of each support of the bridges.

3.4.9	 lighting of bridges
owing to its geographical location, helsinki is very luminous 
during the summer, almost around the clock. on the other hand, 
the long winter period is noticeably dim or dark. for that reason 
the seasonal luminosity changes in the helsinki area should 
be familiar to competitors when designing the lighting of the 
bridges.

the kruunuvuorenranta area currently being developed will be 
profiled as a city district lit artistically according to the prin-
ciples of sustainable development. a significant part of the 
lighting will originate from kruunuvuorenranta’s western water-
front facade that can be seen from the centre of helsinki. a 
design competition may be organised for the general design of 
the area’s lighting. the character of the lighting solution for the 
bridge connection should enable it to be naturally linked to the 
aforementioned lighting strategy.

in particular, the lighting design must take into account the 
visibility of the illuminated bridge connection’s landscape image 
over a wide area. the lighting of the bridge connection is a 
significant part of its essence as an element visible in the local 
and distant landscape. in terms of its technical characteristics, 
the lighting may not cause glare in the surroundings and must 
comply with the principles of sustainable development. the 
lighting solution must be energy-efficient (W/m) and light pollu-
tion shall be minimized. 

the normative target value for the lighting of the bridges’ traffic 
areas is me4 + S2 (en13201-2 road lighting, part 2, perfor-
mance requirements). rail traffic does not require particularly 
bright lighting, but the illumination of pedestrian and cycle lanes 
should be sufficient and provide a feeling of safety.

a principle solution for the lighting of the entire connection must 
be presented in the competition entries.

Next page: night view over the centre of helsinki to kruunuvuorenranta (conceptual illustration).
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3.4.10	 integration of traffic connections 
with terrain and landscape
the connection’s points of contact at kalasatama (nihti area), 
korkea-saari, palosaari and kruunuvuorenranta shall be 
designed principally according to the appendices 2, 4 and 5. 
competitors can deviate from the presented solutions for justifi-
able reasons.

kalasatama-korkeasaari-palosaari

in kalasatama (nihti area), the bridge will be linked to the terrain 
at the level +4.0 within the boundaries of the competition area, 
as shown in the illustrative drawing (appendix 2). the basic 
elevation of the shore street is +3.0. Because the design of the 
nihti area is still in a fairly preliminary phase, competitors can 
propose justified alterations to the urban structure depicted in 
the illustrative drawing.

competitors should adhere to the basic principles of the sketch 
(appendix 4) made for the korkeasaari area’s new connection. 
the connection’s widths, height elevations and details are left 
to the competitors’ discretion; proposals deviating from the 
presented solutions can be made for justifiable reasons. the 
positioning of the pedestrian and cycle route from korkea-
saari towards kruunuvuorenranta can also differ from the 
route shown in appendix 4, for example on both sides of the 
bridge. this issue will be discussed at the presentation seminar 
concerning the competition task, see Section 2.3.

kruunuvuorenranta

the bridge from palosaari will enter the kruunuvuorenranta 
area at its northern section along kruunuvuori hill, significant 
from the landscape point of view. the bridge meets the shore on 
the south side of the steep rock face on a gentle slope ramped 
towards the west. to avoid long retaining walls, it will be advan-
tageous for the tramline to reach the ground surface close to 
the shore. the connection can be joined to the street network, 
for example according to the illustration drawing of kruunuvu-
orenranta in appendix 2. passing under the bridge will be a cycle 
and pedestrian route running parallel to the shore. this path will 
pass by the almost vertical rock face, either partially excavated 
into the rock, cantilevered, or on a bridge. the design should 
indicate how the pedestrian and cycle path coming from the 
bridge can be joined workably and safely to kruunuvuorenranta’s 
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cycle and pedestrian network.

the bridge, as well as its related retaining walls and other similar 
structures, should be delicately integrated with kruunuvuori hill’s 
steep rock outcroppings, the terrain, and the urban environment. 
unnecessary rock excavations at kruunuvuori hill should be 
avoided. 

3.4.11	 environmental impacts
When designing the traffic connection, the solution shall also 
take into account the principles of sustainable development. the 
factors affecting ecological sustainability include: 

• the effects of the new connection on the environment’s 
natural conditions (described below)

• the solutions’ life cycle period’s materials efficiency 
(in the proposals’ assessment stage they will be 
calculated by the promoter as a carbon footprint based 
on the quantities provided by the competitors) 

• the servicing and maintenance measures required by the 
solution, as well as the service life (See Section 3.4.7)

• the connection’s lighting solution (see Section 3.4.9)

the design of the bridges’ underwater construction should 
consider the effects on the area’s water environment. the 
factors to be taken into consideration include sufficient water 
turnover, the changes in flows caused by the bridge, as well as 
the minimisation of sediment formations. Water flows will be 
affected by the bridges’ foundation method and by the degree to 
which the bridge connection will act as a dam in the free water 
area.

from the standpoint of the natural environment, one of the main 
challenges will be to produce a solution that causes the minimum 
possible disturbances. from the perspective of the area’s birdlife 
for example, factors causing essential disturbances can be 
the frightening effects resulting from noise, movement (public 
transport, pedestrians) as well as lighting solutions. extensive 
highly reflective structures (such as large glazed surfaces) 
can increase birds’ collision risks. Structural solutions can 
also cause other risks to wild animals such as the possibility to 
become trapped, collide, or otherwise be injured (for example by 
metal mesh construction, labyrinthine or sharp-edged struc-
tures, or by being unable to escape from inside a structure). the 
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unnecessary disturbance of the birdlife at the nimismies and 
emäntä islets should be avoided (see also Section 3.2.1). 

in the decision made by the uusimaa environment centre 
regarding the project’s eia procedures (see Section 3.1) and its 
related hearing by the authorities, attention has been paid to 
the environmental effects of water flows, quality and turnover at 
Vanhankaupunginlahti, kruunuvuorenselkä and töölönlahti Bay.

3.4.12	 construction costs
the price ceiling for the competition area’s traffic connection 
is eur 86 million (Vat 0%). this includes all construction costs 
related to the bridges, possible embankments, and the overall 
entity’s immediate junction areas, except for the expenses of 
the tram line and the reservation for the light rail connection. 
the price does not include design and construction manage-
ment expenses. if implemented, the competition area’s traffic 
connection shall be within the price ceiling. See also Section 3.5.

the competition entries shall contain a total cost estimate as 
well as an itemised cost estimate broken down by structural 
component (substructure by supporting line, cladding construc-
tion, as well as accessories and equipment). the cost estimate 
shall be based on the quantities estimated by the teams as well 
as unit prices applicable in helsinki area. Quantities and unit 
prices shall be presented with a sufficient degree of accuracy 
and in a form that will enable the cost expert secured for the 
competition to check the feasibility of the calculations.

competitors have the opportunity and obligation to consult with 
a cost expert, obliged to observe professional secrecy, who is 
provided and financed by the promoter, see Section 2.4.

Next page: kruunuvuorenranta’s haakoninlahti and its townhouses (conceptual illustration).
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3.5	comPliance	With	instructions	and	
regulations	given	in	comPetition	
documentation	and	aPProval	of	
comPetition	entries
the jury will check the acceptability of the competition entries 
during the evaluation process in compliance with the principles 
in Section 1.9 and this section. the jury may reject a proposal 
that fails to comply with the requirements stated in the compe-
tition programme and its appendices. 

listed below are regulations requiring varying degrees of 
compliance. if a team participating in the competition is uncer-
tain regarding the applicability of regulations not listed here, 
it is recommended that a question concerning the matter be 
submitted based on the principles specified in Section 2.4.

regulations requiring absolute compliance:

• Boundaries of the competition area

• Vertical and horizontal clearances beneath bridges

• Valid load codes and regulations concerning bridges

• minimum dimensions (horizontal and vertical 
clearances) of lanes for trams and other traffic

• technical requirements for trams 

• municipal engineering installed on bridges

Significant regulations whose lack of compliance will not lead to 
disqualification if the entry can be developed, without compro-
mising its basic concept, in a direction where the regulation 
could be implemented:

• price ceiling

regulations where deviations are allowed for justifiable reasons:

• height elevations at bridges’ junction points

• Width of bridges (see appendix 11)

• routes and locations of cycle and pedestrian paths on 
bridges (see Section 3.4.10 and appendices 4, 5 and 11).
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3.6	PrinciPles	for	evaluating	entries
the assessment of the competition jury will focus on the 
connection between kruunuvuorenranta and palosaari. accord-
ing to the stated goals, particular attention will be paid to the 
following considerations in the assessment of the competition 
entries:

usability 

• functional attributes such as fluency and safety 
of tram, cycle, and pedestrian traffic.

• consideration of physical environmental factors 
(conditions, usability, convenience)

• social attributes of usability

• feasibility (economical and technical feasibility).

Durability 

• structural quality factors

• life cycle costs (technical workability, durability, 
serviceability, maintainability) 

• compliance with principles of sustainable development 

aesthetics

• suitability to demanding environment and overall landscape

• architectonic quality, design, and aesthetics

• integration of bridgeheads with terrain and 
local landscape, particularly adaptation to 
kruunuvuorenranta and korkeasaari 

• experiential quality, comprehension of the philosophical 
meaning and significance of the bridge 

Section 3.4 presents the objectives, viewpoints and focuses 
related to the traffic connections’ common quality criteria and 
significant details.

the essential point is the solution’s overall economy and inno-
vativeness; so that the above-presented characteristics and 
utilised economic and other resources are in a mutually opti-
mised relationship. the merits of the overall solution and entry’s 
development potential will be considered more important than 
the faultlessness of details.





4.1	reQuired	documentation	and	
Presentation	techniQue	
competition entries shall be presented with a degree of accuracy 
that will enable the competition jury to assess the proposed 
solutions’ qualities and performance.

Drawings shall be publishable, capable of withstanding handling, 
and they shall, except for the master drawings (Subsection 7) be 
mounted on a0-sized (1189 x 841 mm) stiff cardboard oriented 
horizontally. Drawings longer than this size shall be divided 
vertically or horizontally into adjoining sections so that the 
entire drawing can be assembled by placing the boards end-to-
end. the boards may not be covered with protective plastic. the 
drawings shall be reasonably positioned to minimise the total 
number of boards.

the master drawings shall be submitted as separate printouts 
with a maximum size of 891 mm (height) x 1680 mm (length) 
folded into the a4 size suiting the drawing scale.
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the Si System shall be used in drawings and calculations. the 
unit of measurement of length is m or mm. 

materials submitted as files shall be in a format that can be 
opened on a computer running with the Windows Xp professional 
operating system, microsoft office 2007 software and adobe 
acrobat reader 8.0. animations shall be viewable with the afore-
mentioned operating system’s Windows media player.

competition’s first stage

in the competition’s first stage, the entry shall include the 
following documents:

1. Outline plan (taking into account the plans for the Kala-
satama and Kruunuvuorenranta areas) presenting: 

• plan drawing presenting traffic connection between 
kalasatama – kruunuvuorenranta 1:1000.

• facades, with backgrounds on both sides, 
of traffic connection between kalasatama – 
kruunuvuorenranta, 1:1000.

2. Design of connection between Palosaari – Kruunuvuoren-
ranta
the design should present the placement of equipment 
required for technical servicing, the drainage of surface 
water, and a proposal for the lighting of bridge connection.

• partial facades 1:200 (includes 
bridges’ connections to terrain)

• partial plans 1:200

• cross sections 1:50, where necessary 1:20

3. Design of connection between Kalasatama – Korkeasaari - 
Palosaari

• at their discretion, competitors shall present 
illustrative materials, for example partial facades 
1:200 showing the connection to the terrain, partial 
plans 1:200 and cross sections 1:50, that they 
consider necessary to clarify their competition entries.

4. Drawings, illustrating the competition entry, of supplemen-
tary construction such as railings, paving and substruc-
tures so that the costs of the connection can be estimated.

Previous page: five blocks of terrace housing for approximately 2,000 residents are planned for hanasaari in 
kalasatama (conceptual illustration). 
Page 62: in foreground, the northern part of kruunuvuori hill (as a fascinating detail, the ruins of the Villa 
kissinge’s gazebo can be seen at the top of the hill. the villa culture is part of the area’s history).
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5. Photographic simulations using the photographs in the 
Appendix 6, one of which is a night view (showing main 
principle of lighting). The night view can be produced based 
on either the day or the night photographs in Appendix 6. 

• connection between kalasatama – kruunuvuorenranta 
(picture 03); day and night view

• stretch between kalasatama – palo-
saari (picture 07); day view

• stretch between palosaari – kruunuvuorenranta 
(picture 04); day view

• ground-level photographic simulations, one from the 
mustikkamaa shore looking towards korkeasaari 
(picture 09) and one from the bridge’s point of contact 
looking towards kruunuvuori hill (picture 01); day view

6. Integration of the bridgeheads’ with their routes to the 
immediate surroundings and their adaptation to the terrain 
presented in the competition boundary area shown in the 
base map:

• integration of all ends (including palosaari) of the 
connection between korkeasaari, palosaari and kruunu-
vuorenranta in the terrain, and environmental treatment 
at 1:500; the drawing should show the basic solution of 
the connection with the terrain and altitude contours.

• sections and detail drawings illustrating the 
solution should be included.

7. Master drawings of the bridges between Kalasatama-
Kruunuvuorenranta

• bridges´ master drawings prepared 
according to appendix 10.

• master drawings shall include a proposal for the 
foundation method of each bridge support.

8. Written design summary (illustrated where necessary) 
printed on A4/A3-documents, presenting the solution’s 
main principles with justifications and the following clari-
fications of the Kalasatama – Kruunuvuorenranta connec-
tion:

• structure and construction method (all 
structures) to a sufficient degree

• possible risks associated with the 
proposal’s implementation.
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• preliminary structural engineering calculations to the 
extent that the estimates of the feasibility and mate-
rials consumption of the bridges can be evaluated

• preliminary clarification of structure’s ability to with-
stand the dynamic effects caused by traffic or wind.

• estimated servicing and maintenance 
measures over 50 years 

• service life estimate and major technical and structural 
risks related to service life (typical maintenance risks 
related to aging and climate conditions, not including 
unlikely natural events in finland such as earthquakes) 
with suggested solutions to minimize and manage risks. 

• bill of quantities and construction costs calculated 
according to principles outlined in Section 3.4.12 
(submitted also as a file; see the section “Both stages
of the competition” on page 69). also based on the 
quantities, the solutions´ carbon footprints will be 
calculated by the promoter, see Section 3.4.11.

9. 3D animation
the 3D animation shall include at least: 

• a full circuit around the longest bridge with the 
“camera” aimed at the centre point of the bridge; 
the bridge shall be visible in its entirety during 
the entire circuit; the “cruising altitude” is free.

• at least 30 sec on the longest bridge: a drive from 
both ends of the bridge (at least 15 sec per end) 
from the viewpoint of a tram driver; viewing height 
approximately 2 metres from the bridge deck.

• the maximum duration of the 
animation shall be 180 sec.

the 3D animation shall be made using the visualisation-
ready 3D model of the area in appendix 3. the lighting, sky, 
surface materials, and bridgeheads´ immediate surround-
ings of the visualisation-ready 3D model can be adjusted. 
Details such as trees, vehicles, boats, and people may also 
be added and adjusted.

10. Scale model 1:500
the base / terrain of the scale model shall be made accord-
ing to a separate projection drawing that the promoter will 
deliver to the competitors. 
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the promoter will commission a model of the surroundings 
into which the competitor’s scale model will be inserted 
during the evaluation process. the competitors will be in-
formed of the details (surface colours and materials) of the 
scale model of the surroundings.

11. Other documents
if desired, competitors can include other illustrative materi-
als with their entries.

competition’s possible second stage

in the possible second stage of the competition, the entry shall 
contain the documents 1-10 corresponding to the first stage 
documents, supplemented and developed further according to 
the recommendations provided by the jury.

Both stages of the competition

an a3-sized (420 mm x 297 mm, landscape orientation) set of 
coloured, copyable reductions of all documents contained in 
both competition stages, including the written summary, shall 
also be submitted. the reductions shall be marked with the 
scale and pseudonym (see Section 4.2) and should not be bound 
together.

all documents (drawing materials in a3-size) shall be submitted 
in .pdf format (images 200 dpi and drawings 300 dpi) on a uSB 
memory stick. the bill of quantities and construction costs 
described in Section 4.1, Subsection 8, shall also be saved as an 
excel chart file on the uSB memory stick.

the entire 3D model used as the basis for the animation 
(described in Section 4.1) shall be saved on the uSB memory 
stick. competitors shall retain the original versions of their 
entries.

4.2	anonymity	of	entrants
as the competition will be judged anonymously, each document 
shall be marked with a pseudonym. The competitor shall remove
any identifiers from all competition materials and their elec-
tronic versions.

included with the entry shall be a sealed, non-transparent 
envelope, containing the authors´details: company principally 

Previous page: View from kalasatama to mustikkamaa and korkeasaari. kruunuvuorentanta in background 
(conceptual illustration).
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responsible, chief designer, other authors and experts, the 
holder of the copyright, as well as the contact person’s contact 
information (telephone number, e-mail address, street address). 
the authors´details, as listed in the name envelope, will be 
published after the competition. the name envelope shall be 
marked with the pseudonym and text “name enVelope”.

4.3	confidential	information	
the competition materials will be displayed to the public accord-
ing to Sections 2.5 – 2.7.

the design teams shall provide a notification of any trade 
secrets or elements related to inventiveness contained in a 
portion of the competition materials that they feel should not 
be published. these aspects shall be presented as a separate 
document, at the end of the written design summary (Document 
8), noted in Section 4.1.

possible confidentiality instructions shall be provided in a sealed 
envelope marked with the text “confiDentialitY inStructionS”.

4.4	delivery	of	comPetition	entries
competition entries shall be delivered no later than 27 January 
2012 by 15:00 (finnish time zone, utc+2) to the visiting 
address listed below or submitted with proof that they were 
handed over to the post office or other courier service for 
transportation on or before closing date. competition entries 
sent by mail or courier service must be received no later than 
10 february 2012. the packages shall be marked with the text 
“kruunusillat Bridge Design competition”. 

the competitors are stongly advised to ensure the acceptance 
of large size packages by the delivery companies in advance.

city of helsinki registry  
Visiting address: city hall, pohjoisesplanadi 11-13, helsinki 17 
postal address: city of helsinki registry 
p.o. Box 10, 00099 city of helsinki, finland

helsinki 7 february 2011

competition Jury

Next page: kalasatama´s maritime milieu, conceptual illustration.
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